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Abstract
In recent years, much work was devoted to the study of theoretical foundations of Dis-
junctive Logic Programming and Disjunctive Deductive Databases. While the semantics of
non-disjunctive programs is fairly well understood, the declarative and computational founda-
tions of disjunctive logic programming proved to be much more elusive and di9cult. Recently,
two new and promising semantics have been proposed for the class of disjunctive logic pro-
grams. The :rst one is the static semantics STATIC, proposed by Przymusinski, and, the other
is the disjunctive well-founded semantics D-WFS, proposed by Brass and Dix. Although the two
semantics are based on very di<erent ideas, both of them have been shown to share a number
of natural and intuitive properties. In particular, both of them extend the well-founded seman-
tics of normal logic programs. Nevertheless, since the static semantics employs a much richer
underlying language than the D-WFS semantics, in general, the two semantics are di<erent. The
main result of this paper shows, however, that, when restricted to a common language, the two
semantics in fact coincide. This important result provides additional and powerful argument in
favor of the two semantics. It also allows us to use a recently developed minimal model theorem
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1. Introduction
Recently, considerable interest and research e<ort has been devoted to disjunctive
logic programming, disjunctive deductive databases and to various extensions of non-
monotonic formalisms ensuring a proper treatment of disjunctive information.
There are good reasons justifying this extensive research e<ort. In natural discourse as
well as in various programming applications we often use disjunctive statements. One
particular example of such a situation is reasoning by cases. Other obvious examples
include:
• Approximate information: for instance, an age “around 30” can be 28, 29, 30, 31,
or 32.
• Legal rules: the judge always has some freedom for her=his decision, otherwise
she=he would not be needed; so laws cannot have unique models.
• Diagnosis: only at the end of a fault diagnosis we may know exactly which part
of some machine was faulty but as long as we are searching, di<erent possibilities
exist.
• Biological inheritance: if the parents have blood groups A and 0, the child must also
have one of these two blood groups (example from [21]).
• Natural language understanding: here there are many possibilities for ambiguity and
they are represented most naturally by multiple intended models.
• Reasoning about concurrent processes: since we do not know the exact sequence in
which certain operations are performed, again multiple models come into play.
• Con;icts in multiple inheritance: if we want to keep as much information as possible,
we should assume disjunction of the inherited values [9].
Formalisms promoting disjunctive reasoning are more expressive and natural to use
since they permit direct translation of disjunctive statements from natural language
and from informal speci:cations. The additional expressive power of disjunctive logic
programs [13–15] signi:cantly simpli:es the problem of translation of non-monotonic
formalisms into logic programs, and, consequently, facilitates using logic programming
as an inference engine for non-monotonic reasoning. Moreover, extensive recent work
devoted to theoretic and algorithmic foundations of disjunctive programming suggests
that there are good prospects for extending the logic programming paradigm to dis-
junctive programs.
However, the issue of :nding a suitable semantics for disjunctive programs and
databases proved to be far more complex than it was in the case of normal, non-
disjunctive programs. 4 Quite recently, however, two new and promising semantics
have been proposed for the class of disjunctive logic programs. The :rst one is the
static semantics proposed by Przymusinski [30] and the other is the disjunctive well-
founded semantics D-WFS proposed by Brass and Dix [3]. The two semantics are
based on very di<erent intuitions and are constructed by completely di<erent means.
4 The book by Minker et al. [22] provides a detailed, although already somewhat outdated, account of the
extensive research e<ort in this area. See also [11, 25, 30, 10].
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While D-WFS is de:ned as the least semantics that is invariant under certain natural
program transformations, the static semantics is obtained by :rst translating a logic
program into a belief theory in the autoepistemic logic of beliefs (AEB) and then
constructing its least static expansion (de:ned as the least :xed point of a natural
monotonic operator).
Although the two semantics stem from very di<erent ideas, both of them have been
shown to share a number of natural and intuitive properties [3, 30]. In particular, both
of them extend the well-founded semantics of normal logic programs. It is fairly easy
to show that the static semantics is invariant under the program transformations on
which the de:nition of D-WFS is based and therefore it is always at least as strong as
D-WFS. Nevertheless, because of the fact that the two semantics are de:ned using quite
di<erent languages, with a much richer language allowed by the static semantics, it is
not di9cult to give examples of programs whose static semantics is strictly stronger
than the D-WFS semantics.
The main result of this paper shows, however, that, when restricted to a common
query language the two semantics become entirely equivalent:
STATICquery ≡ D-WFS:
This fundamental result is established by using an elegant and powerful characterization
of STATICquery, the static semantics restricted to the query language L
query
AEB . In its proof
we also use a characterization of least static expansions from [8] and a characterization
of D-WFS contained in [6].
We consider the main result of this paper to be quite signi:cant. The D-WFS se-
mantics [3] is based on the idea of generating the smallest “well-behaved” disjunctive
semantics, i.e., the smallest semantics which satis:es some intuitive and natural struc-
tural properties. On the other hand, the static semantics [30] is based on viewing dis-
junctive logic programs as special epistemic theories in which (introspective) beliefs
are based on minimal model entailment (circumscription). The original papers [3, 30]
(see also [31, 6, 7]) contain a thorough discussion of the two semantics, compare them
to other semantics and demonstrate that they both represent natural and intuitive se-
mantics for disjunctive programs. Our main result shows that, as long as both semantics
are restricted to the common language, they become identical and therefore combine
the bene:ts of both semantics. Consequently, this discovery constitutes yet one more
powerful argument in favor of the two semantics.
Our main result not only clari:es the declarative meaning of the two semantics.
It turns out that it also allows us to further clarify their procedural semantics, by
establishing new computational results. Namely, one of the authors [27, 26] recently
introduced a novel and e9cient method of computing minimal models (circumscription
with :xed predicates) of positive logic programs which has polynomial space complex-
ity and is capable of handling hundreds of thousands of minimal models. Our second
main result shows how this method can be nicely adapted for the computation of the
D-WFS and static semantics.
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The paper is organized as follows. In the next Section 2 we brieQy recall the de:ni-
tion and a characterization of the disjunctive well-founded semantics DWFS, originally
given in [3]. In Section 3 we recall the de:nition and basic properties of belief theories
in the autoepistemic logic of beliefs (AEB) and their static semantics, originally in-
troduced in [31]. We also give an example showing that, in general, the static and the
D-WFS semantics do not coincide. In Section 4 we introduce STATICquery, the static
semantics restricted to the query language LqueryAEB and we provide its simple :xed-point
characterization. In Section 5 we prove that STATICquery coincides with D-WFS. In
Section 6 we demonstrate how to use our characterizations of the static and the D-WFS
semantics for an e9cient implementation of the two semantics based on the methods
introduced recently by Niemel(a [27, 26]. Related work is discussed in Section 7. We
close with concluding remarks in Section 8.
2. Disjunctive programs and disjunctive well-founded semantics
In this section we de:ne disjunctive logic programs and we recall the de:nition
and a characterization of the disjunctive well-founded semantics (D-WFS), originally
introduced in [3]. Disjunctive logic programs are described using the language of
database logic, LDL, which we introduce :rst.
Denition 1 (Language of database logic; LDL). We call the propositional language
generated by the connectives | (denoting disjunction), ∧; ← ; not (denoting negation)
and  (denoting empty conjunction) the language of database logic and we denote it 5
by LDL.
Denition 2 (Disjunctive logic programs). A disjunctive logic program P is a :nite
set of rules of the form
A1 | · · · |Ak←B1 ∧ · · · ∧ Bm ∧ notC1 ∧ · · · ∧ notCn
written in the language of database logic, LDL. We assume that k¿0. It is often
convenient to abbreviate these rules as follows:
A←B; notC;
where A= {A1; : : : ; Ak}, B= {B1; : : : ; Bm} and C= {C1; : : : ; Cn} are :nite sets of atoms
and A 
= ∅. We denote by Head(P) the set of all atoms occurring in rule heads of P;
these are atoms that are possibly true.
Note that in the above de:nition we did not use the classical connectives ¬; →,
and ∨ because their usual meaning does not correspond to the meaning de:ned by
5 Clearly, LDL also depends on the underlying signature sig but we do not need to make it explicit
because it will be understood from the context.
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semantics for logic programs. However, when we later introduce the STATIC semantics,
we will translate logic programs into modal formulae over the classical propositional
language L:
Denition 3 (Language of classical logic; L ). We call the propositional language
generated by the connectives ¬, ∧, → , ∨ and , with their usual meaning, the lan-
guage of classical logic and we denote it by L .
Observe that we are using the classical conjunction ∧ in both frameworks because
its meaning is the same in both contexts.
When we consider answering queries about logic programs or general databases, it
is most common to evaluate only queries consisting of pure disjunctions, i.e., disjunc-
tions of purely positive or purely negative literals. Of course, once we know answers
to queries involving pure disjunctions we can immediately extend them to queries in-
volving conjunctions of such disjunctions. This leads us to the de:nition of query
languages in classical and database logics:
Denition 4 (Query languages Lquery and LqueryDL ). We de:ne positive and negative
formulae in the language of classical logic L (respectively, in the language of database
logic LDL) as follows (here A1; A2; : : : ; An denote atomic formulae):
• disjunctions of the form A1 ∨ · · · ∨An (respectively, A1 | · · · |An), including the atom
, are positive;
• disjunctions of the form ¬A1 ∨ · · · ∨¬An (respectively, not A1 | · · · | not An), includ-
ing ¬ (respectively, not), are negative;
• conjunctions of positive formulae are positive;
• conjunctions of negative formulae are negative.
By the query language of classical logic, Lquery (respectively, query language of
database logic, LqueryDL ) we mean the language consisting of all positive and all negative
formulae.
In other words, in the query language mixed disjunctions like “A1 ∨¬A2”
or “A1 | not A2” are not allowed. Note that a given formula may not be in the above
form, but it may be tautologically equivalent to such a formula. For example, the for-
mula ¬(A → ¬B) is tautologically equivalent to A∧B (here A and B are atoms) and
hence it is positive. Positive or negative disjunctions will be jointly referred to as pure
disjunctions.
We note that most semantics described by procedural means and lacking a model
theoretical characterization only allow the derivation of pure disjunctions (and therefore
also their conjunctions). Deriving mixed disjunctions often requires additional e<ort and
is not straightforward. If, on the other hand, a semantics is de:ned by a set of models,
then mixed disjunctions can be evaluated in these models and such semantics allow the
de:nition of an entailment relation on a larger class than just pure disjunctions. This
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is the case for the STATIC semantics (to be de:ned in Section 3.1) which is de:ned
for arbitrary formulae of the underlying modal language.
One possible way of describing a semantics of a logic program P is by de:ning a
suitable semantic operator |∼ which satis:es some natural conditions and determines
which disjunctions belong to the semantics of a given program. The semantics S |∼(P)
determined by such an operator consists of all (conjunctions of) derivable disjunctions.
In order for the resulting semantics to be compatible with various already existing se-
mantics of logic programs, the conditions imposed on the semantic operator must be
rather weak so that they are satis:ed by a great majority of existing semantics. More-
over, the domain of such a semantic operator must be restricted to pure disjunctions
so that it can be compared with other semantics de:ned only as subsets of the query
language LqueryDL of database logic.
Denition 5 (Semantic operator |∼). By a semantic operator |∼ we mean a binary
relation between logic programs and the set of pure disjunctions of database logic
which satis:es the following three arguably obvious conditions (here  and ′ denote
pure disjunctions):
(1) Right weakening: If P |∼ and ⊆′, then P |∼′.
(2) Necessarily true: If A←true∈P, for a disjunction A, then P |∼A.
(3) Necessarily false: If A 
∈Head(P), for some atom A, then P |∼ notA.
We can immediately extend the semantic operator |∼ to arbitrary formulae in
the query language of database logic LqueryDL by stating that the operator |∼ derives a
formula F that is a conjunction of pure disjunctions if and only if it derives all of
its pure disjunctions. Given a semantic operator |∼ and a logic program P, by the
semantics S |∼(P) of P determined by |∼ we mean the set of all formulae in the
query language of database logic LqueryDL that are derivable from P by |∼ , i.e.,
S |∼(P) := {∈LqueryDL : P |∼}:
According to this de:nition, any semantics S |∼(P) determined by a semantic operator
|∼ is a subset of the query language of database logic, LqueryDL .
2.1. De?nition of D-WFS
The three conditions imposed on the semantic operator in the previous de:nition
are too weak to generate, by themselves, an interesting semantics. The question there-
fore arises: what additional reasonable properties should be satis:ed by any semantic
operator? Below we list four natural program transformations with the property that
all semantics proposed in the last 10 years are invariant under these transformations:
TAUT: Delete a rule A←B∧ notC with A∩B 
= ∅.
NMIN: Delete a rule A ← B∧ notC if there is another rule A′ ← B′ ∧ notC′ with
A′⊆A, B′⊆B, and C′⊆C. We assume that at least one inclusion ⊆ is strict.
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RED+: Replace a rule A← B∧ notC by A← B∧ not (C ∩ Head(P)).
RED−: Delete a rule A←B∧ notC, if there is a rule (A′← ) with A′⊆C.
Note that although all of these transformations are de:ned for disjunctive programs,
they can also be used for non-disjunctive programs. However, they are still not su9cient
to characterize even the well-founded semantics of non-disjunctive programs. The key
observation made in [3, 7] was that a simple additional transformation, called unfolding
or partial evaluation, which corresponds to hyperresolution (see also [4]), su9ces to
characterize not only WFS but also the stable semantics ([5]) and allows us to extend
WFS to the disjunctive case.
Generalized partial evaluation (GPPE): Replace a rule A←B∧ notC, where B
contains a distinguished atom B, by the rules
A∪ (Ai\{B})← (B\{B})∪Bi ∧ not (C∪Ci);
where Ai←Bi ∧ notCi (i=1; : : : ; k) are all the rules with B∈Ai.
GPPE has been independently introduced by Sakama and Seki and by Brass and Dix
in [32, 3]. It allows us to get rid of positive atoms in the body. Given a program rule,
we are free to select a speci:c positive occurrence of an atom B in the body and then
resolve this rule with all the other rules that contain B in their heads (this set of rules
constitutes the de:nition of B). Thus, we replace the original program rule with a set
of new rules. GPPE also covers the degenerate case when the atom B does not appear
in any head, in which case the whole rule is simply deleted. GPPE is almost identical
to hyperresolution in automated reasoning, the only di<erence being that the original
rule is removed, while in hyperresolution it is not.
We are now ready to de:ne the D-WFS as the weakest semantics that is invariant
under all of our transformations. Note that the following de:nition is in fact a theorem:
Denition 6 (Disjunctive well-founded semantics; Brass and Dux [7]). Let P be a
disjunctive logic program. There exists the weakest semantics among all semantics
S |∼(P) that are determined by some semantic operator |∼ and are invariant under the
above :ve program transformations TAUT, NMIN, RED+, RED− and GPPE.
Moreover, this unique semantics is consistent and closed under logical consequences
(within the query language LqueryDL ). We call it the disjunctive well-founded semantics
D-WFS. For normal programs, it coincides with the well-founded semantics (WFS),
and, for positive disjunctive programs, it coincides with the minimal model semantics
(GCWA) restricted 6 to LqueryDL .
It turns out that the above set of transformations is both con;uent and terminating
[6]. This means that, given a program P, we can apply these transformations in an
6 Note that the original de:nition of GCWA was given by means of a certain set of negative literals and
that negative disjunctions were not allowed. Only the subsequent extension of GCWA, called EGCWA and
de:ned in [20], allowed for negative disjunctions to be part of the semantics. Nevertheless, it is easy to
extend D-WFS so that it also derives the same pure disjunctions as those that are true in all minimal models.
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arbitrary order and eventually we will reach a normal form res(P) of the original
program P that cannot be further transformed (reduced).
Theorem 7 (Computation of D-WFS). The set of the above listed transformations is
con;uent. Moreover; the D-WFS semantics can be immediately determined from the
normal form res(P) of a program P as follows:
P |∼ D-WFS i<
{ ∃A⊆ with (A← )∈ res(P); or
∃not A∈ and A 
∈Head(res(P)):
This result provides us with a very good method of actually computing the D-WFS
semantics for small programs and we will frequently use it in the sequel.
Remark 8. Observe that while the D-WFS semantics may yield irreducible positive
disjunctions A1 | · · · |An; with n¿2; the only irreducible negative disjunctions deducible
from D-WFS are single negative literals not A.
2.2. Characterization of D-WFS
In order to compare the D-WFS to the static semantics, we will need a completely
di<erent and much more technical characterization of D-WFS taken from [6]. It is
similar to Gelfond–Lifschitz’ characterization of stable models [17] and is based on
the notion of program reduction modulo a set of disjunctions Dis:
Denition 9 (Program reduction P=Dis). Let P be a disjunctive logic program and
let Dis be a set of pure disjunctions in LqueryDL . Let P=Dis be the program obtained from
P by performing the following reductions, for all notC and C1 | : : : |Ck :
• if notC ∈Dis, then remove all occurrences of notC,
• if C1 | · · · |Ck ∈Dis then remove all rules that contain {notC1; : : : ; notCk} in their
bodies.
P=Dis is obviously a slight generalization of the Gelfond–Lifschitz (GL) transformation.
While the latter is de:ned relative to a set N ⊆AtL in such a way that P=N is always
positive, our P=D is still is a disjunctive program possibly containing negative atoms. In
fact, the GL-transform can be obtained from our transform by setting P=N =P=DisN ,
where DisN :=N ∪{not X : X ∈AtL \N}.
The idea of the following de:nition is to view a program as a classical theory and
consider classical derivability in subtle ways. As already elaborated in De:nition 2, our
programs are not formulated over classical logic L , due to the non-standard meaning
of ← ; | and not . However, it is straightforward to translate a program into a classical
theory:
Denition 10 (Translation tr(P) of P into classical logic). Given a program P vie-
wed as a theory in LDL, we can translate P into classical logic over the same signature
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by de:ning
tr (← ) := →
tr ( | ) := ∨
tr (not ) := ¬
tr (∧) := ∧
tr () := 
The mapping tr straightforwardly extends to arbitrary disjunctive logic programs so
that
tr(A←B; notC) :=B1 ∧ · · · ∧Bm ∧¬C1 ∧ · · · ∧¬Cn→A1 ∨ · · · ∨Ak:
Denition 11 (SEM0). Let P be a disjunctive logic program over LDL. We de:ne the
set Dis(P)⊆LqueryDL of pure disjunctions Dis(P) :=Dis+(P)∪Dis−(P), where
Dis+(P) := {A1 | · · · |Ak: tr (P=AtL ) |=A1 ∨ · · · ∨Ak};
Dis−(P) := {notA: tr (P=DisN) |=min ¬A for all N⊆AtL DL s:t: |= trDis+(P)}:
It turns out 7 that the series Di, where D0 := ∅ and Dn+1 :=Dis(P=Dn), grows mono-
tonically and eventually becomes constant. We de:ne SEM0(P) to be the limit of this
series.
The underlying idea in the de:nition of SEM0 is to use P=AtLqueryDL
(obtained by delet-
ing all rules containing negative literals) as a classical theory, i.e. using tr (P=AtLqueryDL
)
for deriving positive disjunctions and to use P=DisN (obtained by setting all negative
literals outside N to true), i.e., to use tr(P=DisN) in order to derive negative literals.
Here |=min stands for the usual notion of “truth in all minimal models”.
Theorem 12 (D-WFS=SEM0, Brass and Dix [6]). For any logic program P the
D-WFS semantics coincides with the set of all positive (respectively; negative) con-
junctions of disjunctions from SEM0.
3. Belief theories and STATIC semantics
In this section we recall the notion of a belief theory in the autoepistemic logic of
beliefs (AEB), introduced in [31], and the de:nition and basic properties of the static
semantics of belief theories. Disjunctive logic programs will be viewed as special belief
theories. We also give an example showing that, in general, the static semantics and
the D-WFS semantics do not coincide.
7 We need to consider only those N ⊆AtL that are compatible with Dis+(P). For example, for the program
“A |B; C ← not A∧ not B” we do not want to consider N0 := ∅ because then not C would not be derivable.
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We start with the classical propositional language L introduced in De:nition 3. We
write AtL for the set of all the atoms di<erent from ⊥.
Denition 13 (LAEB). We extend L to a propositional modal language LAEB by aug-
menting it with a modal operator B, called the belief operator. The set of formulae
in LAEB is de:ned as usual by induction on the size of the formula. Formulae of the
form BF , where F is an arbitrary formula of LAEB, are called belief atoms and are
considered to be atomic formulae in the extended propositional modal language LAEB.
The formulae of the original language L are called objective. Observe that arbitrarily
deep levels of nested beliefs are allowed in the language.
A (propositional) interpretation of LAEB is a mapping
I : AtL ∪{B(F) |F ∈LAEB} −→ {true; false}
s.t. I()= true, i.e., we simply treat the formulas B(F) as new propositions. There-
fore, the notion of a model carries over from propositional logic. A formula F ∈LAEB is
a propositional consequence of T ⊆LAEB i< for every interpretation I: I |=T implies
I |=F .
A propositional theory in the modal language LAEB will be called a belief theory.
Thus a belief theory is a (possibly in:nite) set of clauses of the form:
B1 ∧ · · · ∧Bm ∧BG1 ∧ · · · ∧BGk→A1 ∨ · · · ∨Al ∨BF1 ∨ · · · ∨BFn;
where m; n; k; l¿0, Ai’s and Bi’s are objective atoms and Fi’s and Gi’s are arbitrary
formulae of LAEB.
We assume the following two simple axiom schemata and one inference rule de-
scribing the arguably obvious properties of beliefs:
(CA) Consistency axiom: For any formula F ∈LAEB:
B() and BF→¬B¬F (1)
(DA) Distributive axiom: For any formulae F and G from LAEB:
B(F ∧G)↔ BF ∧BG (2)
(IR) Invariance inference rule: For any formulae F and G from LAEB:
F ↔ G
BF ↔ BG (3)
The consistency axiom (CA) states that true is believed and that if a formula F is
believed then its negation ¬F is not believed. The second axiom (DA) states that
beliefs B are distributive with respect to conjunctions. The invariance inference rule
(IR) states that if two formulae are known to be equivalent then so are beliefs in these
formulae. In other words, the meaning of BF does not depend on the speci:c form of
the formula F , e.g., the formula B(F ∧¬F) is equivalent to B(¬) and thus is false
by (CA) .
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Denition 14 (Derivable formulae [31]). For any belief theory T we denote by
CnAEB(T) the smallest set of formulae of the language LAEB which contains T , all
(substitution instances of) the axioms (CA) and (DA) and is closed under both propo-
sitional consequence and the invariance rule (IR) .
We say that a formula F is derivable from the belief theory T if F belongs
to CnAEB(T). We denote this fact by T AEB F . A belief theory T is consistent if
CnAEB(T) is consistent, i.e., if T 0AEB ¬.
Remark 15. The notion of a belief theory de:ned above is completely equivalent to
that originally introduced by Przymusinski [31]. See [8] for a detailed discussion.
Proposition 16 (Brass et al. [8]). For any belief theory T and for any two formulae
F and G of LAEB:
T AEB B(F→G)→ (BF→BG)
If T AEB F then T AEB BF
The :rst statement says that if we believe both in F and in F→G then we should
also believe in G. The second inference rule says that if a formula F is derivable then
it is believed (necessitation).
The intended meaning of belief atoms BF is based on the principle of predicate
minimization (see [24, 19, 23]):
BF holds if F is minimally entailed
or; equivalently:
BF holds if F is true in all minimal models:
In order to make this intended meaning precise we :rst have to de:ne what we mean
by a minimal model of a belief theory.
Denition 17 (Minimal models [31]). A model M of a belief theory is smaller than
another model N if it contains the same belief atoms but has fewer objective
atoms, i.e.
{A∈AtL |M |=A}⊂{A∈AtL |N |=A};
{F ∈LAEB |M |=B(F)}= {F ∈LAEB |N |=B(F)}:
By a minimal model of a belief theory T we mean a model M of T with the property
that there is no smaller model N of T . If a formula F is true in all minimal models
of T then we write T |=min F and say that F is minimally entailed by T .
In other words, minimal models are obtained by :rst assigning arbitrary truth values
to the belief atoms and then minimizing the objective atoms 8 (see also [35]).
8 For readers familiar with circumscription, this means that we are considering circumscription
CIRC(T ; AtL ) of the belief theory T in which objective atoms are minimized while the belief atoms BF
are :xed, i.e., T |=min F is equivalent to CIRC(T ; AtL ) |=F:
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As in Moore’s Autoepistemic Logic, the intended meaning of belief atoms in belief
theories is enforced by de:ning their suitable expansions.
Denition 18 (Static expansions of belief theories [31]). A belief theory T  is called
a static expansion of a belief theory T if it satis:es the following :xed-point equation:
T =CnAEB(T ∪{BF :T |=min F});
where F ranges over all formulae of LAEB.
A static expansion T  of T must therefore coincide with the theory obtained by: (i)
adding to T beliefs BF in any formula F that is true in all minimal models of T ,
and, (ii) closing the resulting theory under the consequence operator CnAEB.
It turns out that every belief theory T has the least (in the sense of set-theoretic
inclusion) static expansion UT which has an iterative de:nition as the least ?xed point
of the monotonic belief closure operator (we refer to [8, Theorem 2:7] as to the mono-
tonicity of this operator):
!T (S)=CnAEB(T ∪{BF : S |=min F});
where S is an arbitrary belief theory and the F’s range over all formulae of LAEB.
Theorem 19 (Least static expansion [31, 30]). Every belief theory T has the least
static expansion; namely; the least ?xed point UT of the belief closure operator !T .
More precisely; the least static expansion UT of T can be constructed as follows.
Let T 0 =T and suppose that T# has already been de?ned for any ordinal number
#¡%. If %= #+ 1 is a successor ordinal then de?ne
T#+1 =!T (T#)=def CnAEB(T∪{BF : T # |=min F});




#. The sequence {T#} is monotonically increasing and has a unique ?xed
point UT =T&=!T (T&); for some ordinal &.
Observe that the least static expansion UT of T contains those and only those formulae
which are true in all static expansions of T . Like the predicate completion semantics
of a logic program P is completely determined by its Clark’s completion comp(P),
the static semantics of a belief theory T is fully determined by its least static expan-
sion UT .
3.1. STATIC semantics of disjunctive logic programs
Recall that disjunctive logic programs were de:ned in the language of database
logic LDL. In De:nition 10 we mapped logic programs into classical logic L . STATIC
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semantics of disjunctive programs is obtained by using another mapping trAEB which
maps logic programs into belief theories of LAEB:
Denition 20 (Translation trAEB(P) of P into AEB). Given a program P viewed as
a theory in LDL, we can translate P into autoepistemic logic of beliefs over the same
signature by de:ning
trAEB(A←B; notC) :=B1 ∧ · · · ∧Bm ∧B¬C1 ∧ · · · ∧B¬Cn→A1 ∨ · · · ∨Ak:
The translation, trAEB(P), gives therefore the following meaning to the default nega-
tion notC:
notC de:ned by B¬C i< C is believed false i< ¬C is minimally entailed:
Since any disjunctive logic program P can now be simply viewed as a belief theory
trAEB(P), according to Theorem 19, it has a well-de:ned static semantics given by
the least static expansion trAEB(P) of trAEB(P):
STATIC(P) := trAEB(P):
Note that this de:nition of STATIC(P) takes place entirely in LAEB. In order to compare
it with other semantics in the language of database logic LDL we have to switch back
to the induced semantic operator |∼AEB:
P |∼AEB A1 | · · · |An i< A1 ∨ · · · ∨An ∈ trAEB(P);
P |∼AEB not A1 | · · · | not An i< B¬A1 ∨ · · · ∨B¬An ∈ trAEB(P):
(4)
However, we will sometimes identify STATIC with |∼AEB if the precise meaning is
clear from context.
The static semantics has been shown to have a number of natural properties which
relate it to other semantics of logic programs and which are summarized in the fol-
lowing theorem (see [31, 30, 8] for a more detailed discussion and examples).
Theorem 21 (Basic properties of STATIC semantics [31, 30]). The semantics
STATIC(P) of a disjunctive logic program P; de?ned as the least static expansion
trAEB(P) of the belief theory trAEB(P); has the following basic properties:
• STATIC(P) is always consistent; and; for any formula F ∈LAEB; it satis?es the
condition:
STATIC(P) |=BF i< STATIC(P) |=min F ;
in particular; for any positive formula F from LAEB:
STATIC(P) |=BF i< STATIC(P) |=F ;
moreover; for any two formulae F and G from LAEB:
STATIC(P) |=BF ∨BG i< (STATIC(P) |=BF or STATIC(P) |=BG):
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• For normal logic programs; static semantics coincides with the well-founded seman-
tics [35]. More precisely; there is a one-to-one correspondence between consistent
static expansions of a normal program and its partial stable models [28].
• For positive disjunctive logic programs; static semantics coincides with the minimal
model semantics (GCWA).
From the last theorem we immediately infer:
P |∼AEB not A1 | · · · | not An i< ∃i P |∼AEB not Ai i< ∃i B¬Ai ∈ trAEB(P):
The following result shows that |∼AEB is indeed a semantic operator in the sense of
De:nition 5 and that it is invariant under all the :ve program transformations used in
the de:nition of D-WFS semantics (De:nition 6).
Theorem 22 (STATIC semantics and DWFS). The operator |∼AEB is indeed a seman-
tic operator in the sense of De?nition 5. Moreover; it is invariant under all the ?ve
program transformations (TAUT); (NMIN); (RED+); (RED−) and (GPPE). Conse-
quently; the static semantics is always at least as strong as the D-WFS
semantics; i.e.:
D-WFS (P)⊆STATIC(P):
Proof. We have to translate our conditions formulated for an abstract operator |∼AEB
via Eq. (4) to the language of STATIC . Thus all statements translate into statements
on belief theories formulated in LAEB.
TAUT: It su9ces to show that
trAEB(P′)= trAEB(P)
for P′=P ∪{A←B∧ notC} where A∩B 
= ∅. But this follows immediately from
AEB trAEB(A←B∧ notC)↔ 
because of A∩B 
= ∅ (trAEB(A←B∧ notC) is a tautology).
NMIN: It su9ces to show that
trAEB(P′)= trAEB(P)
for P′=P ∪{A←B∧ notC} if there is another rule A′←B′ ∧ notC′ with A′⊆A,
B′⊆B; C′⊆C and with at least one ⊆ strict. But this follows immediately from
AEB trAEB(A′←B′ ∧ notC′)→ trAEB(A←B∧ notC):
because of A′⊆A; B′⊆B, and C′⊆C.
RED+: Suppose c =∈Head(P) and c∈C and A←B∧ notC∈P. Let
P′=(P\{A←B∧ notC})∪{A←B∧ notC\{c}}:
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Then we have trAEB(P) AEB B(¬c) because ¬c is true in all minimal models of P
(apply Theorem 21). Thus
trAEB(P′)= trAEB(P);
because belief theories are deductively closed.
RED−: Let P′=P ∪{A←B∧ notC} where there is a rule (A′← ) with A′⊆C.
Then we have
trAEB(A′← ) AEB trAEB(A←B∧ notC)↔
and thus trAEB(P′)= trAEB(P).
To prove GPPE is trivial because its translation into belief theories gives us a weaker
form of the classical hyperresolution rule (see comments before De:nition 6). It is
weaker, because in GPPE we remove the original rule. It is well known that hyperres-
olution is correct for classical logic and it preserves minimal models with varying and
?xed atoms (see [4, 7, 6]), so its weaker form is correct as well (weakening a<ects
only the completeness). Therefore, because we are always taking deductive closures of
our belief theories, GPPE is trivially satis:ed.
3.2. STATIC semantics is strictly stronger than D-WFS
Theorem 22 showed that the static semantics STATIC(P) of any disjunctive logic
program P is always at least as strong as the D-WFS semantics:
D-WFS(P)⊆STATIC(P):
We now give an example of a simple disjunctive logic program P, whose static se-
mantic STATIC(P) is strictly stronger than its D-WFS semantics, thus showing that
Theorem 22 cannot be, in general, improved.
Example 23. Let P be the program given by
a | c ← not d;
c ← not c;
d ← c:
First of all, we show that the static semantics STATIC(P) implies not a. Indeed, the
translation trAEB(P) of P into a belief theory is given by
B(¬d) → a∨ c;
B(¬c) → c;
c →d:
Since trAEB(P) |=¬d→¬c, it follows from the Proposition 16 that trAEB(P) |=
B(¬d→¬c). From Proposition 16 and the de:nition of static expansions we in-
fer that trAEB(P) |=B(¬d)→B(¬c). This implies that a must be false in all mini-
mal models of trAEB(P) which in turn shows that trAEB(P) |=B(¬a). Consequently,
STATIC(P) |=not a.
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On the other hand, of the :ve program transformations speci:ed in the de:nition of
D-WFS, only (GPPE) is applicable to P. It allows us to reduce the program P into an
irreducible program res(P) given by
a | c ← not d;
c ← not c;
a |d ← not d;
d ← not c:
The semantic operator P |∼ D-WFS de:ned in Section 2.1 does not allow us to infer any
pure disjunctions from res(P) which shows that D-WFS(P) 
|=not a.
4. STATIC semantics restricted to the query language
In the previous section we gave an example of a disjunctive logic program P, whose
static semantic STATIC(P) is strictly stronger than its D-WFS semantics, thus showing
that Theorem 22 cannot be, in general, improved.
It is not di9cult to see why this is the case. While the de:nition of the D-WFS
semantics is strictly limited to the query language of database logic, LqueryDL , the language
LAEB used in the de:nition of belief theories and static semantics is incomparably
richer. It allows arbitrarily complex belief atoms of the form BF , where F is any
formula of LAEB itself. In particular, it allows nested beliefs, like B(BA), and, complex
beliefs, like B(¬d→¬c), that appeared in Example 23. It turns out that it is precisely
this di<erence in the scope of the languages used that causes the two semantics to
di<er.
In this section, we restrict the underlying language LAEB, used in the de:nition of
belief theories and static semantics, to a narrower language LqueryAEB , which we call the
query language of LAEB. The restricted query language L
query
AEB allows only belief atoms
of the form BF , where F belongs to the query language Lquery:
L
query
AEB =L ∪{BF : F ∈Lquery}:
In other words, the language LqueryAEB allows only beliefs in positive or negative formu-
lae of classical logic, L . In particular, it does not allow nested beliefs or beliefs in
implications, like, B(¬d→¬c).
It turns out that the static semantics restricted to the language LqueryAEB , denoted by
STATICquery, admits a simpler and more natural characterization which enables us to
prove (in the next Section 5) that STATICquery in fact coincides with D-WFS.
By a belief theory in the query language LqueryAEB we mean any propositional theory
in the language LqueryAEB . We assume the same axiom schemata (CA) and (DA) and
the inference rule (IR) as before except that they are now restricted to formulae of
the language LqueryAEB . It is important to note that the axioms (CA) and (DA) belong
to LqueryAEB (given that F;G are from L
query
AEB ). Also (IR) applied to formulae F;G from
L
query
AEB derives new formulae belonging to L
query
AEB .
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Denition 24 (CnqueryAEB (T )). The set Cn
query
AEB (T ) of formulae derivable from a belief the-
ory T is de:ned as in De:nition 14 but it includes only formulae of LqueryAEB .
Similarly, a belief theory T  is a static expansion of a belief theory T if it satis:es
the :xed-point equation:
T =CnqueryAEB (T ∪{BF :T  |=min F});
where F ranges over all formulae of LqueryAEB . As shown by the following theorem, every
belief theory T has the least static expansion Tˆ , restricted to the language LqueryAEB , which




AEB (T ∪{BF : S |=min F});
where S is an arbitrary belief theory and the F’s range over all formulae of LqueryAEB .
Theorem 25 (Least static expansion Tˆ in LqueryAEB ). Every belief theory T in L
query
AEB has
the least static expansion; namely; the least ?xed point Tˆ of the belief closure operator
*T . More precisely; the least static expansion Tˆ of T can be constructed as follows.
Let T 0 =T and suppose that T# has already been de?ned for any ordinal number
#¡%. If %= #+ 1 is a successor ordinal then de?ne:
T#+1 =*T (T#)=def Cn
query
AEB (T ∪{BF :T# |=min F});




#. The sequence {T#} is monotonically increasing and has a unique ?xed
point Tˆ =T&=*T (T&); for some ordinal &.
Proof. The construction of the least :xpoint follows from the construction of the least
:xpoint of !T in the full language LAEB.
Corollary 26 (Another characterization of Tˆ in LqueryAEB ). The least static expansion Tˆ
in LqueryAEB of a theory T coincides with the smallest theory T˜ satisfying the conditions:
(1) T ⊆ T˜ ;
(2) T˜ =CnqueryAEB (T˜);
(3) if T˜ |=min F where F ∈Lquery; then BF ∈ T˜ .
Proof. Clearly, the least static expansion Tˆ satis:es the above 3 conditions, therefore
Tˆ ⊆ T˜ . But these conditions also imply *T (T˜ )⊆ T˜ . By monotonicity of *T we conclude
that
T 1 =*T (T )⊆*T (T˜ )⊆ T˜ ;
and, more generally, T#⊆ T˜ for any ordinal #. Therefore T˜ ⊆ Tˆ .
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As before we de:ne the semantic operator |∼queryAEB corresponding to the static seman-
tics STATICquery(P) of a disjunctive program P:
P |∼queryAEB A1 | : : : |An i< A1 ∨ · · · ∨An ∈ [trAEB(P);
P |∼queryAEB not A1 | : : : | not An i< B¬A1 ∨ · · · ∨B¬An ∈ [trAEB(P):
The following result gives a simple characterization of the semantic operator |∼queryAEB
which will be used in the next section to show that |∼queryAEB coincides with D-WFS .
The characterization uses the following simpli?ed belief closure operator:
+T (S) := Cn(T ∪{¬B¬A1 ∨ · · · ∨¬B¬Ak :S |=A1 ∨ · · · ∨Ak}
∪ {B¬A1 : S |=min ¬A1}); (5)
where T and S are arbitrary belief theories in LqueryAEB ; Cn(T) denotes the set of all
propositional consequences of T and the Ai are objective atoms. The important step
taken here is that we consider Cn and not CnqueryAEB .




obtained as a limit of a non-decreasing sequence of belief theories {T#}; where




#; if % is a limit ordinal. For ?nite theories T the ?xed point
−→
T is
reached after ?nitely many steps.
Proof. It is immediate that the operator is monotonic (in the sense that T#⊆T#+1): it




Note that the use of minimal model reasoning within the de:nition of +T does not
a<ect its monotonicity: this is because the notion of a minimal model is de:ned with
respect to ?xed belief atoms: “S |=min ¬A1” means that for all assignments of belief
atoms the formula ¬A1 holds.
Theorem 28 (Characterization of the semantic operator |∼queryAEB). The least static ex-
pansion [trAEB(P) of a disjunctive logic program P is always consistent and its se-
mantic operator |∼queryAEB can be computed as follows:
P |∼ queryAEB A1 | : : : |An i< A1 ∨ · · · ∨An ∈
−−−−−→
trAEB(P);
P |∼ queryAEB not A1 | : : : | not An i< there is 16i6n:B¬Ai∈
−−−−−→
trAEB(P):
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Proof. The proof proceeds in two steps.
1. We consider a slightly modi:ed operator +′T :
+′T (S) := Cn(T∪{¬B¬A1 ∨ · · · ∨¬B¬Ak:S |=A1 ∨ · · · ∨Ak}





We show this equivalence by using the characterization of [trAEB(P) given in
Corollary 26. First, we note that the notion of a minimal model as used in the
de:nition of +′T (minimal model in propositional logic where belief atoms are
viewed as new atoms) corresponds exactly to that of De:nition 17 and thus to the
one used in Corollary 26.
Note that positive disjunctions true in all models are also true in all minimal models,
therefore belief atoms of the form
B(A1 ∨ · · · ∨Ak);
where S |=A1 ∨ · · · ∨Ak are required to be contained in [trAEB(P). By (CA)
¬B(¬A1 ∧ · · · ∧¬Ak)
must be in [trAEB(P) and thus, by (DA), also
¬B¬A1 ∨ · · · ∨¬B¬Ak:
Furthermore, belief atoms of the form
B(¬A1 ∨ · · · ∨¬Al);
where S |=min ¬A1 ∨ · · · ∨¬Al are required to be contained in [trAEB(P).
This proves that
lfp(+′trAEB(P))⊆ [trAEB(P):
It is obvious that [trAEB(P)⊆ lfp(+′trAEB(P)) does not hold, because in the con-
struction of lfp(+′trAEB(P)) only formulae where belief atoms occur in the form BA
or B¬A (where A is an atom) were added. But closing this set under the axioms




coincides with [trAEB(P). To see this, we apply Corollary 26. Conditions 1 and 2
as well as the minimality are trivial, so it remains to check Condition 3.
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trAEB(P))) |=min F implies lfp(+′trAEB(P)) |=min F:
In order to prove this, we have to compare the minimal models of lfp(+′trAEB(P)) with
the minimal models of CnqueryAEB (lfp(+
′
trAEB(P))). Note that in Cn
query
AEB (lfp
(+′trAEB(P))) much more belief atoms occur, for example those of the form BA
where A is an atom and BF where F is a positive formula contained in lfp
(+′trAEB(P)). All these new belief atoms are treated as new atoms and therefore a
lot more minimal models exist.
In particular any minimal model of lfp(+′trAEB(P)) can be extended to a minimal
model of CnqueryAEB (lfp(+
′
trAEB(P))) (or to many such minimal models). This is because
the closure of lfp(+′trAEB(P)) introduces only belief atoms that are consistent with
lfp(+′trAEB(P)). For example, the new
¬BA1 ∨ · · · ∨¬BAl-formulae
resulting from B(¬A1 ∨ · · · ∨¬Al) are consistent. Otherwise (BA1 ∧ · · · ∧BAl)∈
lfp(+′trAEB(P)) and therefore there is no minimal model satisfying ¬A1 ∨ · · · ∨¬Al
and thus B(¬A1 ∨ · · · ∨¬Al) would have never been introduced.
2. We reduce the statement about the computation of |∼ queryAEB to Step 1. Let us com-
pare +′T with +T . In the construction of lfp(+trAEB(P)) we only recursively add
negative formulae of the special form B¬A where A is an atom, whereas for
lfp(+trAEB(P)) we allow pure disjunctions B(¬A1 ∨ · · · ∨¬Al). But these formulae
B(¬A1 ∨ · · · ∨¬Al) do not contribute to the derivation of other pure disjunctions,
because of the special form of the theory trAEB(P): only belief atoms B¬A appear.
Belief atoms B(¬A1 ∨ · · · ∨¬Al) are not related to those, unless l=1. Formally, it
is straightforward to prove (n∈N)
F ∈+′trAEB(P) ↑n if and only if F ∈+trAEB(P) ↑n ;
where F is of the form ¬B¬A1 ∨ · · · ∨¬B¬Ak or B¬A1 ∨ · · · ∨B¬Ak . Thus we
get the same result for the least :xed points of these operators.
Clearly, applying the closure CnqueryAEB does not change these formulae either (only
belief formulae of the form BF where F is not an atom or a literal are newly
introduced).
5. The equivalence of STATICquery and D-WFS
In this section we prove that for any disjunctive logic program P, the static seman-
tics STATICquery, restricted to the query language L
query
AEB , coincides with the D-WFS
semantics:
STATICquery(P)=D-WFS(P):
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First, we reformulate the characterization of D-WFS given in Theorem 12 in order
to bring it closer to the notion of minimal entailment |=min of De:nition 17 which is
used in Theorem 28.
In order to capture the notion of minimal entailment used in De:nition 11 we
strengthen the notion of models for a belief theory by requiring that a model has
to be NAF-consistent.
Denition 29 (Minimal entailment w.r.t. NAF-consistent models). Let T be a belief
theory.
(i) An interpretation I is NAF-consistent for T if for every positive disjunction
A1 ∨ · · · ∨An,
T |=A1 ∨ · · · ∨An implies that for some A∈{A1; : : : ; An};I 
|=B¬A:
(ii) For a formula F , we write T 
|=min(N ) F i< F is true in every NAF-consistent
minimal model of T .
In the sequel, we often denote an interpretation by the set of atomic formulae (both
objective and belief atoms) true in it. For example, {a; c;B¬a;B¬b} is not a NAF-
consistent model of T = {a∨ b;B¬a∧B¬b→ c} but {a; c;B¬a} is.
By employing the notion of minimal entailment w.r.t. NAF-consistent models D-WFS
can be captured using a similar operator as in the characterization of D-WFS in
Theorem 12.
Denition 30 (SEMc). Let P be a disjunctive program and
Dismin(P) = {A1 | · · · |Ak : trAEB(P) |=A1 ∨ · · · ∨Ak}
∪ {not A: trAEB(P) 
|=min(N ) ¬A}: (6)
We denote by SEMc(P) the limit of the monotonically growing series D′0; D
′
1; : : : where
D′0 := ∅ and D′i+1 :=Dismin(P=D′i).
This construction gives us exactly D-WFS .
Theorem 31. SEM0(P)=SEMc(P).
The theorem can be proved by using Theorem 12 and comparing the original con-
struction of SEM0 in De:nitions 11 and 30. To this end, we establish the following
two propositions which imply that Dis(P)=Dismin(P) for any program P.
Proposition 32. For any set of atoms {A1; : : : ; Ak};
tr(P=AtL ) |=A1 ∨ · · · ∨ Ak i< trAEB(P) |=A1 ∨ · · · ∨ Ak:
Proof. (⇒) Since P=AtL ⊆P and tr(P=AtL )= trAEB(P=AtL ); tr(P=AtL ) |=A1∨· · ·∨Ak
implies trAEB(P) |=A1 ∨ · · · ∨ Ak by the monotonicity of |= .
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(⇐) Assume tr(P=AtL ) 
|= A1∨· · ·∨Ak . Then there is a model M in which tr(P=AtL )
is true and A1 ∨ · · · ∨Ak is false. Choose a minimal model M ′ of tr(P=AtL ) for which
M ′⊆M . Now M ′ 
|=A1 ∨ · · · ∨ Ak . Moreover, M ′ is a model of trAEB(P) because all
belief atoms are false in M ′ and if A←B∈P, then A←B∈P=AtL . Hence, M ′ is a
minimal model of trAEB(P) and trAEB(P) 
|=min A1∨· · ·∨Ak holds. Thus, trAEB(P) 
|=A1∨
· · · ∨ Ak holds.
Note that the proof shows that for any set of atoms {A1; : : : ; Ak},
tr(P=AtL ) |=A1 ∨ · · · ∨ Ak i< trAEB(P) |=min A1 ∨ · · · ∨ Ak
holds as well. This means that when de:ning the operators Dis(P) (De:nition 11)
and Dismin(P) (De:nition 30) we have at least three alternative ways of choosing the
consequence relation for obtaining positive disjunctions.
Proposition 33. Let P be a disjunctive logic program and - a propositional for-
mula. Then tr(P=DisN ) |=min - for all N ⊆AtL such that N |= trDis+(P) i< trAEB(P)

|=min(N ) -.
Proof. (⇒) Assume trAEB(P) 
|=min(N ) -. Then there is a NAF-consistent minimal model
M of trAEB(P) such that M 
|=-. Let N = {C ∈AtL : M 
|=B¬C} and let M ′=M
∩AtL . Then M ′ 
|=- and it is easy to establish by Proposition 32 that NAF-consistency
of M implies N |= trDis+(P). We show that (i) M ′ |= tr(P=DisN ) and (ii) M ′ is a min-
imal model of tr(P=DisN ). This implies that tr(P=DisN ) 
|=min - holds.
(i) Let B1∧ · · ·∧Bm→A1∨ · · ·∨Ak ∈ tr(P=DisN ). Then there is a rule r of the form
A1 | · · · | Ak←B1 ∧ · · · ∧ Bm ∧ notC1 ∧ · · · ∧ notCn (7)
in P such that N ∩{C1; : : : ; Cn}= ∅. Hence, M |=B¬C1 ∧ · · · ∧ B¬Cn. If M ′ |=B1 ∧
· · · ∧Bm, then M |=B1 ∧ · · · ∧Bm which implies M |=A1 ∨ · · · ∨Ak since M |= trAEB(r).
But then M ′ |=A1 ∨ · · · ∨ Ak and we have shown that M ′ |= tr(P=DisN ) holds.
(ii) Assume that there is a model M ′′ of tr(P=DisN ) for which M ′′⊂M ′. Now we
show that M ′′′=M ′′ ∪{B¬F : M |=B¬F} is a model of trAEB(P). Let r ∈P be of
the form (7). If M ′′′ |=B1 ∧ · · · ∧Bm ∧B¬C1 ∧ · · · ∧B¬Cn, then N ∩{C1; : : : ; Cn}= ∅,
A1 | · · · | Ak←B1∧· · ·∧Bm ∈P=DisN and M ′′ |=B1∧· · ·∧Bm. This implies M ′′ |=A1∨
· · ·∨Ak and hence M ′′′ |=A1∨· · ·∨Ak . Thus, M ′′′ |= trAEB(P). This contradicts the as-
sumption that M is a minimal model of trAEB(P) because M ′′′ ∩AtL =M ′′⊂M ′=M ∩
AtL holds but {BF : M ′′′ |=BF}= {BF : M |=BF}.
(⇐) Assume tr(P=DisN ) 
|=min - for some N ⊆AtL such that N |= trDis+(P). Then
there is a minimal model M of tr(P=DisN ) such that M 
|=-. Let M ′=M ∪{B¬C: C ∈
AtL − N}. Then M ′ 
|=- and it is straightforward to establish by Proposition 32 that
M ′ is NAF-consistent for trAEB(P). We show that (i) M ′ |= trAEB(P) and (ii) M ′ is a
minimal model of trAEB(P). This implies that trAEB(P) 
|=min(N ) - holds.
(i) Let r ∈P be of the form (7) and M ′ |=B1∧ · · ·∧Bm∧B¬C1∧ · · ·∧B¬Cn. Then
N ∩{C1; : : : ; Cn}= ∅, A1 | · · · | Ak←B1 ∧ · · · ∧ Bm ∈P=DisN and M |=B1 ∧ · · · ∧ Bm.
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Now M |=A1∨· · ·∨Ak as M |= tr(P=DisN ). This implies M ′ |=A1∨· · ·∨Ak and, hence,
M ′ |= trAEB(P).
(ii) Assume that there is a model M ′′ of trAEB(P) for which M ′′ ∩AtL ⊂M ′ ∩AtL
but {BF : M ′′ |=BF}= {BF : M ′ |=BF}. We show that M ′′′=M ′′ ∩AtL is a model
of tr(P=DisN ). Consider a rule r of the form (7) such that A1 | · · · | Ak←B1 ∧ · · · ∧
Bm ∈P=DisN . If M ′′′ |=B1 ∧ · · · ∧ Bm, then M ′′ |=B1 ∧ · · · ∧ Bm which implies that
M ′′ |=A1 ∨ · · · ∨ Ak . But then M ′′′ |=A1 ∨ · · · ∨ Ak and M ′′′ |= tr(P=DisN ). However,
this contradicts the assumption that M is a minimal model of tr(P=DisN ) because
M ′′′=M ′′ ∩AtL ⊂M ′ ∩AtL =M .
Theorem 34 (STATICquery =D-WFS). STATICquery coincides with D-WFS .
Proof. We have to compare the construction of D-WFS based on 
|=min(N ) (Theorem
28) and the construction of STATICquery based on Theorem 28. This means we have
to (a) consider Eq. (6) and (b) compares it with the least :xed point of the simpli:ed
belief closure operator given in Eq. (5).
While in (a) every step in the construction is split into deriving certain disjunctions
and doing certain program transformations (to prepare the next step), in (b) every step
is to apply an operator and getting larger and larger theories.
To make this precise, we show the following by induction on i¿0:
Case 1:¬B¬A1 ∨ · · · ∨ ¬B¬An ∈+trAEB(P) ↑i i< A1 | : : : | An ∈D′i
Case 2: B¬A ∈+trAEB(P) ↑i i< not A∈D′i .
Note that although in Eq. (6), trAEB(P) is explicitly contained right from the beginning
and in Eq. (5) the set S contains trAEB(P) only from the second iteration on, our
de:nitions are such that D′0 = ∅ and thus D′i corresponds to +trAEB(P) ↑i.
For i=0; 1, Case 1 is trivial. To establish Case 2, we have to compare the notion

|=min(N ) with |=min. At :rst sight it seems that 
|=min(N ) is stronger than |=min because
not all minimal models are checked but only those of a special kind (NAF-consistent).
But in the construction of the simpli:ed belief operator in Eq. (5) the theory T is the
translation trAEB(P) of a logic program and thus contains belief atoms of the form
B¬A only in bodies of rules. Thus it cannot happen that no NAF-consistent models
exist (this would be the case if T contains both A ∨ B and B¬A ∧B¬B). Moreover,
the addition of the disjunctions
¬B¬A1 ∨ · · · ∨ ¬B¬Ak
in Eq. (5) ensures that all models of the least :xed point of this operator are NAF-
consistent (compare with condition (i) in De:nition 29). NAF-consistent models are
nothing else than arbitrary minimal models (as used in Eq. (5)) satisfying the additional
constraints formalized by the belief atoms ¬B¬A1 ∨ · · · ∨ ¬B¬Ak and B¬A1. To be
more precise,
+trAEB(P) ↑i |=minB¬A ⇐⇒ not A∈D′i :
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To show our statement for i given i−1 is completely analogous. The program reduction
P=Di−1 (from De:nition 9) applied in De:nition 30 is simulated in the simpli:ed
belief operator by applying Cn and using the belief atoms that have been added in
the last round. To be more precise, the :rst transformation in De:nition 9 is captured
by adding B¬A1 in the de:nition of the operator +T . The second transformation in
De:nition 9 is simulated by adding ¬B¬A1 ∨ · · · ∨ ¬B¬Ak . The result then follows
because the disjunctions added in round i are, by induction hypothesis, the same for
both constructions.
6. Towards an implementation
The results established in the previous sections show interesting connections between
minimal entailment and the D-WFS and STATIC semantics. They imply that D-WFS
(and thus STATICquery) can be implemented using iterative minimal model reasoning
with a fairly standard notion of minimal entailment 
|=min(N ) (which is standard cir-
cumscription but over NAF-consistent models). In this section we demonstrate how
this can be done by exploiting directly the new characterization of D-WFS in Theo-
rem 31. Then we discuss how the required notion of minimal entailment 
|=min(N ) can
be implemented using a new tableau method developed for circumscription [27, 26, 2].
An interesting feature of the method is that it enables an implementation technique for
D-WFS which works in polynomial space. This is important when dealing with larger
programs.
The idea is that D-WFS is implemented as an iterative reduction on disjunctive logic
programs. The reduction starts with the original program P and leads to a reduced
program P∗ with the property that every query can be answered from this program
with one theorem prover call. This can be seen as a compilation (or a partial evaluation)
of the program leading to a smaller program from which all queries can be answered.
The reduced program is obtained as a “:xed point” of a reduction operator RD(·)
which is derived from the operator used in SEMc.
RD(P) = {A←B ∧ notC′: A←B ∧ notC∈P;
tr(P=AtL ) 
|=C1 ∨ · · · ∨ Cn where
C= {C1; : : : ; Cn};
C′= {C ∈C: trAEB(P) 
|=min(N ) ¬C}}:
Now let P∗ be the limit of the (monotonically decreasing) series of programs P0; P1; : : :
where P0 =P and Pi+1 =RD(Pi). Hence, the reduced program P∗ is obtained by
• removing each rule such that notC1; : : : ; notCn are all the negative body literals and
C1 ∨ · · · ∨Cn is classically entailed by those rules of the remaining program with no
negative body literals and
• removing all notC for which ¬C is minimally entailed by the remaining program
until no reduction is possible. Then we have the following theorem.
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Theorem 35. SEMc(P)=Dismin(P∗).
Proof. Let D0 = ∅ and Di+1 =Dismin(P=Di). We show that for all i=0; 1; : : :,
Pi =P=Di (8)
holds by induction on i. This implies SEMc(P)=Dismin(P∗).
For i=0, clearly (8) holds. Let A←B ∧ notC′ ∈Pi+1. Then there is A←B ∧
notC∈P such that tr(PiAtL ) 
|=C1∨· · ·∨Cn and C′= {C ∈C: trAEB(Pi) 
|=min(N ) ¬C}.
We show that A←B∧ notC′ ∈P=Di+1 by establishing that (i) for all subsets {C′1; : : : ;
C′p} of C, C′1 | · · · | C′p 
∈Di+1 and (ii) for all C ∈C, C ∈C′ i< notC 
∈Di+1.
(i) Let {C′1; : : : ; C′p}⊆C. Then tr(PiAtL ) 
|=C′1∨· · ·∨C′p as tr(PiAtL ) 
|=C1∨· · ·∨Cn.
By the inductive hypothesis, Pi =P=Di and, hence, C′1 | · · · | C′p 
∈Di+1 =Dismin
(P=Di).
(ii) For all C ∈C, C ∈C′ i< trAEB(Pi) 
|=min(N ) ¬C i< trAEB(P=Di) 
|=min(N ) ¬C (by the
inductive hypothesis) i< notC 
∈Di+1.
Similarly, it can be shown that A←B∧notC′ ∈P=Di+1 implies A←B∧notC′ ∈Pi+1.
Hence, (8) holds.
The theorem combined with Proposition 32 implies that a positive query can be
answered using the rules of the reduced program that do not contain negative body
literals and a classical theorem prover but for negative queries minimal model reasoning
is needed.
Corollary 36. Let P be a disjunctive program and P∗ the corresponding reduced
program. Then
(i) A1 | · · · | Ak ∈D-WFS (P) i< tr(P∗AtL ) |=A1 ∨ · · · ∨ Ak and
(ii) not A∈D-WFS (P) i< trAEB(P∗) |=min(N ) ¬A.
The series of reductions is straightforward to implement 9 if decision procedures for
classical entailment and minimal entailment |=min(N ) are available. The latter proce-
dure can be implemented using a new tableau method for circumscription presented in
[27, 26]. Next, we explain brieQy the main ideas of the method.
A standard tableau method deciding whether a query follows (classically) from a set
of premises can be seen as a systematic procedure for constructing a counter-model,
i.e., a model where the premises are true and the query is false. Each open branch
in the tableau presents a potential counter-model and a tableau proof is found if all
branches can be closed indicating that there are no counter-models. In principle, it
seems that tableau methods can be easily extended to handle minimal model reasoning
by accepting as counter-models only minimal models of the premises. Technically,
this is more complicated because it is not straightforward to decide whether a model
provided by an open branch is a minimal model of the premises without actually
9 See http://www.uni-koblenz.de/ag-ki/DLP/systems/dwfs-mm.html.
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considering exponentially many other models. We illustrate the di9culties with a set
of clauses P
a1 ∨ b1; : : : ; an ∨ bn; (9)
a0→ a1; : : : ; an−1→ an
and the task of deciding whether ¬a0 is minimally entailed by P. A tableau method
like that in [27, 26] starts with the negation of the query and generates one counter-
model M = {a0; : : : ; an}. The problem is to decide whether this is a minimal model of
P. A brute-force method would examine all 2n+1 − 1 models that are smaller than M .
In [27, 26] an alternative approach is proposed by devising a novel characterization
of minimal models which makes it possible to test whether a model is a minimal
one independently of other models using one theorem prover call. The method can
handle standard circumscription with :xed and varying predicates and for the notion
of minimality in disjunctive programs it leads to the following characterization of
minimal models.
Proposition 37 (Minimal models [26]). Let P be a disjunctive program. A model I
of trAEB(P) is a minimal one i<
trAEB(P)∪N(I) |= {A∈AtL : I |=A}; (10)
where
N(I)= {¬A: A∈AtL ;I 
|=A}∪ {BF : I |=BF}:
For example, given P in (9) and the model M = {a0; : : : ; an}, N(M)= {¬b1; : : : ;¬bn}
and the minimality of M can be determined by verifying whether P ∪{¬b1; : : : ;¬bn} |=
a0∧· · ·∧an holds. It is a trivial task for an e9cient classical theorem prover to decide
that this is not the case implying that M is not a minimal model of P and that ¬a0 is
minimally entailed by P.
In order to extend the method from standard minimal model entailment to 
|=min(N )
the only change is to require that only NAF-consistent models are accepted. The test
for NAF-consistency can be implemented using the following observation.
Proposition 38 (Determining NAF-consistency). Let P be a disjunctive program. A
model I of trAEB(P) is NAF-consistent for trAEB(P) i<
trAEB(P)∪{¬C: C ∈AtL ;I |=B¬C} has a model: (11)
Proof. (⇒) Let I be a NAF-consistent model of trAEB(P) but assume that (11) does
not hold. By compactness there is a :nite subset {¬C1; : : : ;¬Cm}⊆{¬C: C ∈AtL ;I |=
B¬C} for which no model exists. Hence, trAEB(P) |=C1 ∨ · · · ∨Cm holds. Then by the
NAF-consistency of I, for some C ∈{C1; : : : ; Cm}, I 
|=B¬C, a contradiction. Thus
(11) holds.
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(⇐) Let (11) hold and assume that for some A1∨· · ·∨An, trAEB(P) |=A1∨· · ·∨An but
for all A∈{A1; : : : ; An};I |=B¬A . Then {¬A1; : : : ;¬An}⊆{¬C: C ∈AtL ;I |=B¬C}
and, hence, trAEB(P) 
|=A1 ∨ · · · ∨ An, a contradiction. Thus, I is NAF-consistent for
trAEB(P).
Hence, a model of trAEB(P) is a NAF-consistent minimal model of trAEB(P) i<
conditions (10) and (11) hold for the model.
Example 39. Consider the program P
a | b ←
c ← not a
d ← not b
e ← c ∧ d
f ← not e
f ← not a ∧ not b ∧ not c
and models M1 = {a;B¬b; c; d; e} and M2 = {a;B¬a;B¬b; c; d; e} of trAEB(P). For M1
the condition (10) fails as N(M1)= {¬b;¬f;B¬b} and, e.g., trAEB(P)∪N(M1) 
|= c.
For M2, N(M2)= {¬b;¬f;B¬a;B¬b} and condition (10) holds but (11) does not as
trAEB(P) |= a ∨ b. In fact, there are no NAF-consistent minimal models of trAEB(P)
where e is true and, hence, trAEB(P) 
|=min(N ) ¬e. Thus when deriving the reduced pro-
gram P∗, not e is removed. Similarly, the last rule is removed since a ∨ b ∨ c is
classically entailed by the rules without negative literals.
As mentioned in the beginning of the section, the technique outlined above enables a
polynomial space implementation of D-WFS . This is because both classical entailment
and minimal model entailment 
|=min(N ) can be implemented in polynomial space. For
the latter a polynomial space bound can be realized by developing the tableau one
branch at a time and performing the minimality and NAF-consistency tests using a
polynomial space classical theorem prover. When the two entailment relations can be
decided in polynomial space, similar space bounds clearly hold for computing the
reduced program and for query-evaluation, as well.
7. Related work
Several systems for disjunctive logic programming are already either implemented
or currently under development. Besides systems for computing the classical disjunc-
tive stable semantics [17, 29, 18], Seipel [33] implemented a system (see http://www-
info1.informatik.uni-wuerzburg.de/database/DisLog/introduction.html)
for computing various variants of the disjunctive semantics discussed in [22].
A group in Vienna (Eiter, Gottlob, Leone) is currently building a system called dlv
[16]. This is a knowledge representation system, based on disjunctive logic program-
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ming, which o<ers front-ends to several advanced KR formalisms and implements the
disjunctive stable semantics. The system runs in polynomial space and single expo-
nential time, and is able to e9ciently recognize and process syntactical subclasses of
disjunctive logic programs which have lower computational complexity than the general
case (like, e.g., programs with head-cycle free disjunction or strati:ed negation).
Implementation of D-WFS and its extensions is one of the main goals of the DisLoP
project, undertaken by the Arti:cial Intelligence Research Group at the University of
Koblenz (Dix and Furbach) ([1], see also http://www.uni-koblenz.de/ag-ki/DISLOP/).
In contrast to the other approaches mentioned above, it aims at extending certain
theorem-proving calculi (restart model elimination and hyper tableau calculi) for dis-
junctive logic programming.
Finally, we refer the reader to [12], which contains a description of several non-
monotonic reasoning systems (including those handling disjunction) and to the fol-
lowing web page which is actively maintained and contains current information on
various logic programming systems and their non-monotonic aspects (di<erent kinds of
negation, disjunction, abduction, etc.): http://www.uni-koblenz.de/ag-ki/LP/.
8. Concluding remarks
While the semantics of non-disjunctive programs is fairly well understood and there
exist several implementations of the best-known semantics (well-founded semantics
and stable semantics), the declarative and computational foundations of disjunctive
logic programming proved to be much more elusive and di9cult. However, the recent
introduction of the two new, promising semantics for the class of disjunctive logic
programs, namely, the static semantics proposed by Przymusinski [30] and the D-WFS
semantics proposed by Brass and Dix [3, 7], seems to signi:cantly enhance our under-
standing of the theoretical and algorithmic aspects of disjunctive logic programming.
Both semantics extend the well-founded semantics of normal programs and have very
natural and regular features analogous to those shared by the well-founded semantics.
Although the two semantics are based on very di<erent ideas, they turn out to be quite
closely related. Speci:cally, the main result of this paper shows that, when restricted
to a common query language, the two semantics become entirely equivalent:
STATICquery ≡D-WFS:
This fundamental result uses an elegant and powerful characterization of STATICquery,
the static semantics restricted to the query language L queryAEB .
Table 1 illustrates the overall idea of the proof of the equivalence between
STATIC query and D-WFS. The :rst line contains information about the full STATIC
semantics. The last line describes the original de:nition of D-WFS. While the sec-
ond and third line give characterizations of STATICquery based on least :xed points
of certain operators, the :fth and fourth give characterizations of D-WFS in terms of
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Table 1
Proving the equivalence of STATICquery and D-WFS
Semantics Construction Closure Theorem
STATIC: |∼AEB lfp(!trAEB(P))) CnAEB Theorem 19
STATIC: |∼ queryAEB lfp(*trAEB(P))) Cn
query
AEB Theorem 25
lfp(+trAEB(P))) Cn Theorem 28
DWFS: |∼D-WFS Chain D′i Cnquery Theorem 31
Chain Di Cn Theorem 12
Smallest SEM wrt transformations De:nition 6
certain chains of pure disjunctions. Our main Theorem 34 builds on the third line
(lfp(0trAEB(P)))) and the fourth line (chain D
′
i) to show the overall equivalence.
We demonstrated the applicability and importance of the above results by using the
underlying minimal model reasoning procedure for an e9cient implementation of the
D-WFS and static semantics that has been carried out in the DisLoP-project 10 at
the University of Koblenz.
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